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Unleashing Inner Fire 

 

By Rene Bastarache, CI 

 

NOTE: Experience a dynamic visualization that fuels your bodybuilding 

journey with intense passion. Envision yourself immersed in a blazing fire, 

symbolizing the fervor and energy that drives your dedication. This session 

will help you tap into the inner fire that propels your workouts, motivates 

your goals, and transforms your bodybuilding pursuits into a powerful and 

invigorating experience. 

 

SCRIPT STARTS HERE: 

 

Take a deep breath, letting go of any distractions. As you exhale, release 

any tension from your body and immerse yourself in the present moment. 

 

Imagine yourself standing in front of a roaring bonfire on a cool evening. 

This fire represents the passion that burns within you for bodybuilding. Feel 

the warmth radiating from the flames, and hear the crackling sound as the 

wood transforms into energy. 

 

Imagine yourself holding a small, symbolic object in your hand. This object 

represents your bodybuilding goals and aspirations. As you gaze at it, 

imagine infusing it with the energy of the fire, igniting a spark of passion 

within it. 

 

Now, imagine placing this object into the heart of the bonfire. Watch as the 

flames eagerly embrace it, transforming it into a beacon of light and energy. 

This object, now infused with the fire's passion, begins to radiate a brilliant 

glow. 

 

As you observe the glowing object, feel its energy resonating with your 

own. Sense the fire's passion merging with your determination, and feel the 

heat of motivation coursing through your veins. 

 

You’re surrounded by the bonfire's warm embrace. The flames dance in 

harmony with your heartbeat, reminding you of the intensity of your passion 
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for bodybuilding. With each breath, feel the fire's energy expanding within 

you. 

 

Imagine yourself stepping into the bonfire, allowing its flames to envelop 

you. You are now one with the fire, united with the passion that propels you 

forward. Feel the intensity of your dedication, your willingness to push 

beyond limits, and your unwavering commitment to your goals. 

 

Now, imagine stepping out of the fire, transformed by its energy. Your body 

is ablaze with determination, and your spirit burns brighter than ever 

before. As you stand there, recognize the boundless passion within you, 

ready to fuel your bodybuilding journey. 

 

You have the power to harness this passion, allowing it to guide you 

towards your bodybuilding aspirations. You can stoke the flames of 

motivation and dedication in your real-life bodybuilding journey. 
 


